Weekly Newsletter from 28 Jan – 1 Feb

Pound, Soy and coffee traded positive...commodity era is coming back? I am bullish at this stage...

Dear Members,

Last week was the most interesting week because the market moved as predicted. S&P held value at 2616 and it almost tested 2678 on the higher side. 2678 will once again be the most crucial level to cross. Overall it was a very positive week for investors as the USA market kept moving higher. On the other hand the European market gained value as will move in a positive direction. China and other emerging market moved higher but Indian market struggled, in fact it underperformed.

A problem was witnessed in the Indian market, MODI wants to borrow more, the Bond Market experienced volatility and uncertainty which created panic in the Equity market. Elections are coming in India, the annual Budget is expected this week which will be announce by finance minister of India which so far failed impress Dalal Street. Many investors are concerned with BJP’s false acclaimed ‘Better economic policy’. Modi and Finance minister has been creating problems for RBI. It looks like the independence of the RBI is going away because the BJP is trying hard to put Political pressure on this body, which could be very dangerous for the country. On the other hand, Modi has been claiming that without him and the BJP, no other party can rule India which is the wrong attitude. He is a great politician, but he doesn’t understand how to run country’s economy and that’s the reason he need economist to run Finance ministry and give free hand to RBI.

I was great supporter of Modi until 2017, that was his era, but his astro chart turned very negative in 2018 which is very scary. I strongly recommend staying on the sidelines in India from the middle of this week. Even though the budget could be good for farmers and the middle class, but the banks are operating very tightly, and the business environment is dropping sharply lower. We predicted that Modi would lose four state elections in 2018 and he did, and he still thinks that he is the only Messiah for India, and he is the only person who can govern India which is not true at all. There are millions of educated and intellectual people in India, and they can do 100% better job than Mr. Modi. I don’t hate or love Modi, I just follow the time cycle and the wave is against Modi, and under the current astro time cycle he should be humble, and accept his mistakes, as that is the only way to improve positivity. I am a 100% believer and a follower of the “wave of nature” theory, and there are certain rules and
fundamentals of this theory. Ever since 2018, Modi has been doing everything wrong as per the rule of the wave of nature. I wish him good luck, as millions of Indians had great hopes on him including myself.

Anyway, let’s talk about the world as the rest of the world will be performing well. On Friday the Vale Mining Company Dam gave way, and this disaster killed more 200 people so let’s pray for family and beloved. Many are expecting base metals supply disturbance which created panic buying in many base metals but I will cautions not to rush. There is no doubt that many commodities have bottomed out, but we still believe that the higher side will be limited in metals. Grains and softs look different and that’s the reason that I am very bullish for coffee, cotton, soy, and wheat.

Last week coffee, cotton, and soy gained during last week as predicted. Must acquire 2019 Financial Predictions book if you like to know longer term out.

**This week’s best trades:**

Coffee, cotton, soy, and wheat will keep moving higher. We are expecting a 10% move on the higher side.

Pound will gain value, watch 1.3371 closely, and book some profit.

Metals will also gain value, but towards the end of week one must close positions.

Palladium will be great sell at $1348 and $1378.

Cannabis stocks are making headline, former Prime minister of Israel BARAK, Chairman of medical marijuana company, **InterCure limited** which is planning to list in Nasdaq, it already went higher crazily. Many former and current politician now sitting on board of many Cannabis companies, it looks like that soon Cannabis will become part of regulated business area. Our view have been very
bullish since last one year and time is coming soon that it will become legal business which could drive amazing growth for the few years.

Two weeks back we recommended buying EDXC, at $0.05, and now it is at $0.10, it should move in multi folds, though it is penny stock but some time we can take risk, as one time Apple was also Penny stock. I am not saying that EDXC will become Apple, but if there is opportunity of making money then take some risk and make some bucks and get out.

This week newsletter from 28 January to 1 February:

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

Last week was a positive astro week but metals were struggling. On Friday metals rebounded and closed strongly higher. Vale disaster news played a serious role in pushing metals higher on last week Friday. On Monday many will be analyzing news from Brazil about Vale so don’t rush or hurry to acquire metals.

This week is not a negative week because of the Scorpio Moon so one can hold long positions in precious metals as well as base metals from Tuesday. On Monday we see metals moving higher, but profit booking will come on the higher side but hold.

On Tuesday metals will move higher and will hold value so buy on the lower side on Monday.

On Wednesday we may see a positive trend continuing, but on the higher side some profit booking will come. We are not recommending any shorts.

On Thursday metals will hold value but close 100% longs if any sharp rise in precious and base metals.

On Friday shorts recommended in precious and base metals.
On higher side gold will touch $1317, copper $278 to $282, and palladium $1348/78. These are short levels, if gold closes above $1317, and we may see $1351 once again. This week is the most crucial and important week and we are expecting metals to perform well till Thursday. Must read detail sections and monthly cycle of metals in our new released book “2019 Financial Predictions”. Subscribe weekly letter or daily flashnews to read daily trend...

**Monday’s astro combination recommendation** – Stay long in precious metals, sell palladium on higher side or around $1348.

**Monday’s trading range:** (March 2019 future contract):
- **GOLD:** $1308.00 to $1294.00 Feb (Spot ranges $1307.70 to $1293.00)
- **SILVER:** $15.89 TO $15.57 (Spot ranges $15.88 to $15.55)
- **COPPER:** $275.95 TO $267.00
- **PALLADIUM:** $1343.00 TO $1307.00
- **PLATINUM:** $827.00 TO $810.00 Jan 19

**INDEXES**

Last week proven best week for USA market and worst week of Indian market. European market gained value. As predicted S&P held 2616, and on the higher side it struggled to close above our astro resistance level of 2678. These are the levels we recommended watching last week, and we are still holding our recommendation of watching these levels closely. If S&P closes above 2678 for three days, then expect 2739 very quickly, and one can close long positions in the market around that level.

The market was bleeding in the third week of December. No one thought that the market could recover in this fashion from 2513 to 2678. Many told me that this was a miracle that happened, and I told them that this was indicated in our theory, and that is the reason we recommended going all in on the 23rd of December. I have meet thousands of people in the past, and have seen their failures and success. Those who have succeeded have always focused on the medium to longer term, and those who failed only had the short-term picture in mind. So always believe in the longer term picture and trade accordingly.

I am not trying to say that you should only believe in my theory, but if you have followed our theory over the last 23 years, then you should have been able to catch every single move. Anyways, now it is a very important period, because technically the market has broken down the longer term trend, but if S&P trades above 2739 for five to seven days, then expect this market to enter bubble territory, and
this market can move towards 3200 very quickly. It can even test 3800. This could be a euphoria like the one before the 1929 or 2000 crash.

This week we are expecting most of the markets to perform positively on Monday...Subscribe weekly letter to read complete report.

Monday’s astro combination recommendation: Trade in and out in USA market, stay long in EUROPEAN MARKETS, Emerging markets will remain sideline.

Monday’s trading ranges: (March 2019 Contracts)
HONG KONG (cash) –27705 to 27511
NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 10831 TO 10771
NIKKEI – 21008 to 20695
CAC – 4951 TO 4919 Cash
DAX – 11351 TO 11293
DEX EURO STOXX – 3169 – 3141
FTSE – 6808 TO 6841
DOW e-mini – 24838 TO 24543
S&P e-mini – 2677.00 TO 2653.00
NASDAQ 100 e-mini – 6845 TO 6675
RUSSELL e-mini – 1490.00 TO 1475.00

THIRTY YEAR BOND

Last week Thirty Year Bond traded negatively.....

Mondays astro combination recommendation – Trade in and out and sell on higher side.

Monday’s trading range (March 2019 contract):
TREASURY BOND – 145-23 TO 144-20

SOFT COMMODITIES
Last week our Coffee and Cotton recommendations did very well.

**Monday astro combination recommendations** – Great day to add more coffee and cotton. Cotton will also act positive. Trade in and out in the rest of softs.

**Monday’s trading range: [March 2019 Contract]**

**COFFEE:** $108.95 TO $105.45

**COTTON:** 75.25 TO 73.69
**SUGAR:** $12.66 TO $12.21
**COCOA:** 2257 TO 2208
**LUMBER:** 388 TO 375.00 Jan19
**ORANGE JUICE:** 121.00 TO 117.50 Jan19

**GRAINS:**

Last week as predicted Soy Bean performed very well, and this week bean will perform well...[subscribe to read complete letter...]

**Monday astro combination recommendations** – Hold long in soy and wheat, add small buy more today.

**Monday’s trading range [March future 2019 contracts]:**

**WHEAT:** $525.00 TO $516.00
**SOY:** $933.00 TO $921.00 Jan19
**SOY MEAL:** $316.70 TO $311.80
**SOY OIL:** $30.38 TO $29.66

**ENERGY**
Last week oil prices traded in a narrow trading range, and it still failed to close above $54.88. 

**Monday astro combination recommendations for oil** – Trade in and out in oil on Monday, Scorpio Moon from Tuesday will bring some volatility. Buy natural gas around $2.98 level.

**Monday’s trading range (February 2019 contracts):**

**OIL:** $54.38 to $52.71 March  
**NATURAL GAS:** $3.27 to $3.08  
**HEATING OIL:** $1.9115 TO 1.8605  
**RB GAS:** $1.4015 TO $1.3605

**CURRENCIES**

Last week Pound performed amazingly as predicted. Euro also recovered from the lows. Dollar has been failing to move above our higher side predicted level, so last week Dollar was a great short.

Emerging market currencies traded in a mixed trading zone. Out of all the emerging market currencies, South African Rand looks like the best bet during this week. This week I am not recommending any major trading in emerging market currencies. If you are holding any longs, then you should book profit by Friday. I already mentioned above that the Argentinian Peso is one of our favorite bets of 2019, and it recovered almost 2% last week, and I still strongly recommend buying with a price target of $33.75 from $37.20. On the higher side I do not see it going above $38.00.

This week I recommend holding long positions in British Pound with a target of 1.3375, and one can close some more positions around this level.

Along with British Pound, you can buy Australian Dollar,

Dollar Index first important astro support level will come at 94.75 so watch this level closely. Most of the short currencies should be covered if dollar index reaches this level, but British pound still has an opportunity to move towards 1.3575 if it crosses 1.3375.
Monday astro combination recommendation – Positive day for euro, Australian dollar and Pound, sell more Yen. Trade in and out in the rest of currencies.

Monday’s trading range: (March 2019 future Contract)
DOLLAR INDEX – 95.77 to 95.11 March Future
AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.7248 to 0.7145 (Spot 0.7245 to 0.7137)
CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.7615 to 0.7532 (Spot 0.7611 to 0.7531)
BRITISH POUND – 1.3278 to 1.3173 (Spot – 1.3244 to 1.3175)
EURO – 1.1501 to 1.1421 (Spot – 1.1455 to 1.1365)
JAPANESE YEN – 0.9171 to 0.9108 (Spot 0.9139 to 0.9081)
USD/Japanese Yen - (Spot – 110.00 to 109.25)
SWISS FRANC – 1.0161 to 1.0086 (Spot 1.0111 to 1.0037)
USD/ Franc - (Spot) – 0.9957 to 0.9881
New Zealand Dollar (Spot) – 0.6875 to 0.6803
USD/RUPEE – 71.18 to 70.84 (Spot)
USD/RAND – 13.68 to 13.55 (Spot)
USD/REAL – 3.8000 to 3.7525 (Spot)
USD/PESO – 19.05 to 18.90 (Spot)

Thanks & God Bless,

Mahendra Sharma

Sent on 28 Jan 2019, 5.00 AM

Chart are taken from ino, Kitco, XE forex, and Trading charts websites.

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your trading/Investment strategies!
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